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PRO-TUB & TILE™
Pro-Tub & Tile is a non-abrasive liquid which is formulated to dissolve lime, rust, soap and 

other crusty build-up caused by minerals found in water. It is a fast acting, special formula 

that can be used in a variety of places: tubs, sinks, tile, toilets, showers, faucets, 

cookware, humidifiers, fiberglass boats, washing/dishwashing machines, etc. The thick 

liquid breaks down stains and deposits, which can be easily brushed and rinsed away.

Applications
Surfaces: Mix with an equal part of water, or use full concentration for tough stains. Apply 

to area with damp sponge or cloth. Rinse promptly and thoroughly.

Toilet Bowls: Squirt on stains and let soak. Then brush and flush. Repeat as needed.

Washers/Dishwashers: Apply to interior with sponge or cloth. Run machine through a rinse cycle, and repeat if 

needed.

Features and Benefits
Specially formulated with a low pH organic salt, non-abrasive chemicals, and surfactants for effective cleaning. 

This tough cleaning action eliminates any abrasive scrubbing that could harm surfaces.

A “fresh and clean” deodorizing fragrance, light blue color, and a thick formula that clings to vertical surfaces.

Used in a large variety of household applications, to remove unsightly lime, rust, soap scum and mineral 

deposits.

Pro-Tub & Tile will not harm white or colored bowls or plumbing systems and contains no dangerous acids.

Technical Information
Pro-Tub & Tile comes as a thick liquid.

Formulation 
Organic salts (urea hydrochloride) – CAS# N/A

Non-Ionic Surfactant – CAS# N/A

2-Butoxyethanol – CAS# 111-76-2

Storage and Handling
Store in a cool dry area out of direct sunlight. Rubber gloves are recommended. Do not mix with bleach or other 

household chemicals. Use in well-ventilated area. Wipe spills immediately. Read relevant Material Safety Data 

Sheet before handling this product.

Shipping Information
DOT classification: ORM-D. Packaging meets all DOT requirements.

Mfg.# Size Pack
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